Sophos UTM Licensing
Choose the license and modules you need
to get the best from our UTM
Ì Helping you get started with an
entry-level license

Ì Pick the modules you need and
add them when you like

Ì Flexible deployment options:
hardware, virtual appliance,
software or to the cloud

Ì Use any UTM feature on any hardware
Ì Take advantage of a free network
firewall

Protection modules or FullGuard
Choose the modules you need
We’ve designed a set of modules that you can subscribe
to individually for your UTM. Or you can get them all in a
single FullGuard license.

Network Protection
Sophos Network Protection includes many fully integrated
features. Get an intrusion prevention system, denial-of-service
protection, a VPN gateway, an HTML5 VPN portal, advanced
routing and more. We help protect your network by keeping
bad traffic out and enabling secure access to authorized users.
Find out more about Network Protection
Email Protection
Sophos UTM Email Protection makes it easy to keep your
inboxes clear of viruses and spam. We give you accurate,
high-capacity mail filtering and email encryption. And you
can ensure your employees properly encrypt their email,
preventing possible data loss. Our handy management tools
make life easier for you and your users.
Find out more about Email Protection
Web Protection
The web can threaten productivity and introduce malware
to your network. Sophos Web Protection prevents malware
infections and gives you control over employees’ web use.
Spyware and viruses are stopped before they can enter
the network.
You create easy policies that set where and how employees
spend time online. Everything is tracked and arranged in
detailed reports so you can see what people are doing and
make changes as needed.
Find out more about Web Protection
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Web Server Protection
Attackers can easily take advantage of your web server’s
weaknesses to steal data, obtain unauthorized access and
infect systems. They simply have to do something the web
server doesn’t expect. Manually protecting the web server
against these threats requires specialized expertise.
Sophos Web Server Protection eliminates this need. We
use a reverse proxy to protect your web server and web
applications against the unknown. A clear administrative
interface simplifies policy setting.
Find out more about Web Server Protection
Wireless Protection
Your wireless networks need the same policies and
protection as your wired network. This can be difficult
without a way to centrally manage the network and extend
your security. We give you these capabilities with Wireless
Protection. Now the wireless network is easily managed and
protected, ensuring consistency across your organization.
Find out more about Wireless Protection

BasicGuard
Getting started with our UTM
If your IT budget is tight, we don’t think you should have to
compromise on security for your network. BasicGuard is an
entry level license offering the essential functions you need to
protect your organization. Making sure smaller organizations
can still get affordable unified protection.
Essential Network Firewall
The foundations of network security
Our free Essential Network Firewall offers fundamental
security functions, helping you protect any business
network. Start today and implement a free firewall into
your company’s IT environment at no charge and with no
strings attached. We’re providing protection for unlimited
IP addresses and the following features without any time
limitations.

BasicGuard includes everything you get with
our free Essential Network Firewall, plus:

Ì Networking Internet Router, Bridging, DNS server &
proxy, DynDNS, DHCP server & relay, NTP support and
automatic QoS
Ì Network Security Stateful Packet Inspection Firewall
& Network Address translation (DNAT/SNAT/
Masquerading)
Ì Remote Access PPTP and L2TP over IPSec support
(including iPhone support)
Ì Logging/Reporting Full logging on local hard drive,
searching, real-time reports for hardware, daily
executive reports and network usage and network
security
Ì Management Web-based GUI in local languages,
setup wizard, configuration backup & restore,
administrator notifications, SNMP support and
centralized management via Sophos UTM Manager
(also free of charge)

Wireless Protection
Ì Lets you add a single wireless access point for your
office managed through your UTM
Ì Create hotspots for visitor access through a password
or accepting terms of use

All completely free. Download it now.

Network Protection
Ì Filter network traffic using Geo IP to block all activity
from a particular country
Ì Give users remote access through IPSec
Ì Create site-to-site VPNs with IPSec or SSL
Ì Connect to your Amazon VPC servers

Web Protection
Ì Set a global policy to filter access to certain categories
of websites
Ì Scans the web for viruses, including FTP and HTTPS
traffic
Email protection
Ì Scans incoming emails for viruses
Ì Stops spam using our real-time blacklist
Management
Ì A single console to manage all the features
of your UTM
Ì Reporting, logging and quarantine held locally
on your appliance

BasicGuard is only available on Sophos UTM 100
and UTM 110 appliances
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Endpoint Protection
Keep your users safe by stopping malware and rogue websites, as well as controlling
devices attached to computers. There are hundreds of thousands of pieces of new
malware detected every day by SophosLabs. Nearly all of these threats target
computers browsing the web and devices plugging in to computers.
Sophos UTM Endpoint Protection helps you easily deploy our antivirus software to your
computers and set policies to keep them safe wherever and however they’re connected.
We also let you control which devices can be connected to these computers.
Endpoint Protection can be added as a module to any other UTM license
All you need to do is select the modules you need. The more you subscribe to, the better value you'll get.
Essential

BasicGuard

FullGuard

Free Learn more

Request a Quote

Request a Quote

Essential Firewall - Network Firewall,
NAT, Native Windows Remote Access

Full

Full

Full

Network Protection - IPSec/SSL VPN,
Intrusion Prevention, DoS Protection

Optional

Basic

Full

Web Protection - URL Filtering, Application
Control, Dual Engine Antivirus

Optional

Basic

Full

Email Protection - Anti-spam, Email
Encryption, Dual Engine Antivirus

Optional

Basic

Full

Wireless Protection - Wireless Controller,
Multi-SSID Support, Captive Portal

Optional

Basic

Full

Webserver Protection - Web Application
Firewall, Reverse Proxy, Antivirus

Optional

–

Full

Endpoint Protection - Antivirus,
HIPS, Device Control

Optional

Optional

Optional

Pricing
Modules - Choose the ones you need

No matter which modules you choose, you can deploy it on the platform that best fits your business:
software, hardware, virtual appliance or to the cloud.
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